
PRACTICE SET - 1



Error Detection



(1). Coaches have the advantage of

(1)/ draw on their personal experiences

(2)/and providing their players(3)/ with

unique inputs. (4)/ No error (5)

(2) 'draw' की जगह 'drawing' 

होगा ।



(2). The actress was ordered for (1)/

wear an alcohol monitoring bracelet

and (2)/ submit to random weekly

drug testing after(3)/ she failed to

appear for a court date last week.

(4)/ No error

(1)The actress was ordered for 

की जगह The actress was ordered 

to होगा ।



(3). The actor loves to think (1)/ never

enjoys stick to one kind of role (2)/ and

finds it difficult to (3)/ fulfill everyone's

expectations. (4)/ No error (5)

(2) 'enjoys stick' की जगह 'enjoys 

sticking' होगा



(4). In about five minutes, they would

(1)/ cover the distance from the road

to the point (2)/ where the waves

would (3)/ begin lick their feet. (4)/ No

error (5)

(4) 'begin lick their feet  की जगह

‘'begin licking their feet ' होगा



(5). The doctor helps (1)/ to

reducing human suffering (2) by

curing diseases (3) and improving

health. (4)/ No error (5)

(2) 'to reducing' की जगह 'to 

reduce' होगा ।



Spelling Errors



Directions (6-10): Following sentences contain

4 bold words each. Find spelling error or

grammatical error if any, else mark (E) as your

answer.



6. Although the food is not the tastiest I have 

ever ate, it is palatable and will fill my tummy.

A) Although

B) tastiest

C) ate

D) palatable

E) All Correct
Option C

Correction:

ate should be replaced by 

eaten.



7. On campus there is a statue of the 

school’s founder that stands as a tribute to 

the revered man.

A) On

B) school’s

C) that

D) revered

E) All Correct

Option E



8. RBI rolled back dreconian changes 

introduced earlier, where people who 

wanted to deposit old notes would have to 

convince two bank officials that there was a 

satisfactory reason for depositing their 

money.

A) dreconian

B) where

C) convince

D) 

satisfactory

Option A

Correction:

draconian is the correct 

spelling



9. The political candidate’s election hopes 

were dash when a book was published that 

detailed the baseness of his college days.

A) hopes

B) dash

C) detailed

D) baseness

E) All CorrectOption B

Correction:

dashed is the 

correct word



10. In a move that will burden school

students, the Central Board of Secondary

Education has approve the resumption of

compulsory Class X board examination from

2018.

A) burden

B) approve

C) resumption

D) compulsory

E) All Correct

Correction:

approve => 

approved.



Phrase 

Replacement



Direction: Which of the phrases i, ii, iii, and iv

given below each statement should replace the

phrase printed in bold in the sentence to make

it grammatically or structurally correct? Please

note that more than one phrase can be correct

so mark accordingly.



11. We broke two years ago up.

i. broke two years ago up.

ii. broke up two years ago.

iii. broke up ago two years.

iv. broke two years up ago.
A) Only i

B) Only ii

C) Only iii

D) Only iv

E) All are correct

Option B

Explanation: The verb and 

adverb elements which make 

up intransitive phrasal verbs 

are never separated



12. I decided to throw my out old jean.

i. throw my out old jean.

ii. throw it out.

iii. throw my old jean out.

iv. throw out my old jean.

A) Both i and ii

B) Both ii and iv

C) None of these

D) All ii, iii, iv

E) All are correct

Option D Explanation: some

verbs are transitive, which

means they have a direct

object. When such verbs

appear as phrasal verbs, an

object can either separate the

phrase or follow it.



13. My son loves to sleep late. I got 

him on time up to catch the 

bus this morning.

i. got up on him on time to catch 

the bus

ii. got him on time to catch the bus 

up

iii. got up him on time to catch the 

bus

iv. got him up on time to catch the 

bus

A) Only i

B) Only ii

Option D



14. They pulled down the 

horse.

i. down the horse.

ii. the horse down.

iii. the down horse.

iv. it down.

A) Both i and iv

B) Both i and ii

C) All i, ii, iv

D) All i, ii, iii

E) All are correct

Option 

C



15. I threw the headphones away.

i. the headphones away

ii. away the headphones

iii. away it

iv.  it away

A) Only ii

B) All i, ii. iv

C) All except iii

D) Both B and C

E) All are correct
Option 

D



16. Before the test, let’s go the topic over of  

phrasal verbs.

i.  the topic over of phrasal verbs

ii. the topic over of phrasal verbs

iii. over the topic of phrasal verbs

iv.  over it.

A) Only i

B) Only iii

C) All i, iii, iv

D) Only iv

E) All are correct

Option 

B



17. She’s very friendly and extroverted – she 

takes after her mother.

i. after her mother

ii. her mother after

iii. her after

iv. her after mother

A) Only i

B) Only iii

C) Both i and iii

D) None of these

E) All are correct

Option A



18. Popular songs seem to catch on in California first

and then spread eastward.

i. on in California first and then spread eastward

ii. on that in California first and then spread

eastward

iii. on there in California first and then spread

eastward

iv. on California first and then spread eastward

A) Both i and ii

B) Both i and iii

C) Both i and iv

D) Only i

Option 

C



19. That cannot be true. You must be 

putting me on.

i. me on.

ii. on me.

iii. on.

iv. it on.

A) Only i

B) Only ii

C) Only iii

D) Only iv

E) None

Option A



20. He tried to keep on singing long after his 

voice was ruined.

i. on it long after his voice was ruined.

ii. on sing a song long after his voice was 

ruined.

iii. on do the singing long after his voice was 

ruined.

iv. on singing long after his voice was ruined.

A) Only i

B) Both i and iv

C) Only iv

D) All i, ii, iv

Option C




